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Maine to Compete in
Relay With Bowdoin

)avies

Bowdoin With Veteran Team is Striving to Average
Cross-country Victory

Maine Easily Defeats
New England College Five
Portland Men Are Outclassed by
Superior Teamwork of Maine

Maine ea.ily defeated the New England College Ilse last Saturday night in
Alumni Hall by the score of 35 to 11.
Maine's The N. E. College live from Portland
captained by Kelly, former Maine track
'star, put up a good game but lacked the
superlative team work of the Maine

„

Winter Carnival Plans
Approach Completion
Second Annual Carnival Program Has Many New Features
Combined With the Best of Last Years
•

Maine for the first time since 1917 will•
..ntend with Bowdoin in relay at the an3
aal B kk meet in Boston, Feb.
B
the
by
made
An attempt was
authorities to revive the old State of
Maine championship run but Bowdoin
and Colby objected to this plan. Colby
this year will run Tufts and Boston Lintersity while Bates is scheduled to run
Worcester Polytechnic and Rennselaer.
Maine has met with excellent success
in relay in the past few years having
wm every run since the war, Tufts beiig the opponent since 1918. Last year a
.tronger opponent was given. Tufts having become too easy competition for our
team. and Brown was the college chosen.
Maine lost the race to Brown for the
iir,t time in quite a few years. Altho
:he team made as good time as the relay
:cam in previous years, Brown succeeded
in gaining an advantage in the early part
.1 the race and held it thru to the finish.
(Continued on Page Five)
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New Literary Prizes
Offered This Year
Preparation tot the State track meet
Three new prizes, two of twenty-five
comes in the spring has already
which
offered
are
and one of fifteen dollars,
at the University of Maine.
started
in
students
undergraduate
to
:his year
Murphy has had a promising
"Cuddy"
the university who have ability in writmen working out under his
of
group
toThese,
ing either prose or verse.
BASKETBALL TEAM 1922-23
in
the cage for several days.
_direction,
estabpreviously
prizes
gether with the
in the form of doMuch
improvement
lished, bring up the total amount to be
squad. Coach Flack sent in all substican be noticed and
things
ing
the
various
comin
.warded this year for excellence
tutes before the game was over. Berg
who promise to
men
several
there
are
fifty-five
and
..0:ition to one hundred
and the
for
themselves
a
name
make
!..liars. Full regulations for each of the
and kept up the interest of the
meet.
coming
in
the
university
and
prizes are posted on the Alumni
game in so doing. Capt. Newall netted
Much stress will be put on the form
eight points by classy shooting. Cahill
li;:tabrooke Hall bulletin boards.
on the commencement of these sports for a long time to come.
day
Alumni
dolup
twenty-five
showed
Dashoes
North
Prize,
Jowett's
the
filling
Literature
of
is
The
who
The debating team
witness Maine has a competent coach in "Cudlar., offered for the year 1922-23 by a kota Agricultural College. undefeated exceptionally well against the fast center program for 1923, will probably
connection
dy" to train these men. The freshmen
in
celebration
elaborate
an
Horsmember of the Class of 1905, will be during its trans-continental trip, won a of the College five. Cobb and
for the erec- are showing up well and are steadily
ground
of
breaking
the
with
student
Maine.
for
over
game
undergraduate
good
judges
a
played
the
awarded to the
man also
unanimous decision of
Memorial Gymnasium- improving. Among these freshmen there
in the University who submits the best the Maine team in the Bangor City Hall
For the College five, Tribolet, former tion of the new
and alumni will nat- are a number who came here with High
Students
Armory.
any
on
essay of from 2000 to 3000 words
Jan. 10. before a crowd of 1000 people. Rhode Island State man, played a flashy
cele- School records and are showing the
,uhject dealing with modern or ancient The subject of the debate was "Resolved game. but lacked the support of his urally be expected to join in this
form that experience has (aught them.
bration.
literature. The subject and general plan that the United States Should Adopt the team mates. A large crowd was in atcamthe
In the shot put, Jackson, a freshman
known,
generally
now
is
As
by
the
oI the essay must be approved by
Towner-Sterling Education Bill." The tendance. The game was followed
the construc- from Deering High is showing up very
for
$5(1)0X)
raise
to
paign
to
department
Jonas
kild of the
language
a dance.
teams were, for North Dakota:
tion of an appropriate building in honor well and promises to be a record holder
(Continued ors Page Six)
hiliCh it is most closely related, not later Sturlaugson and Snorri M. Thorfinnson:
the 41 men who lost their lives in the before he gets out of college. Elliott is
of
51
than February 1, 1923.
for Maine. Edward M. Curran '25, of
War, was started at a meeting of also keeping pace with Jackson at presWorld
of
publishers
'24.
The Contributors' Club,
Bangor. and Theodore W. Monroe
Council on November 19. ent and it now seems as tho he will be a
Alumni
the
the University literary magazine, the of Milo. The judges were Edgar M.
was selected and the Point winner in the Meet.
committee
large
A
llaine-Spring, at a meeting held Novem- Simpson, Harvey D. Miller. and Walter
Fraser, Collins and Lipsctt are all
McC. Sawyer '01
William
of
services
prizes.
ber 16. 1922, voted to offer two
A. Danforth, all of Bangor.
coming
Since
along fast and will make these
director.
campaign
for
secured
,ne of twenty-five dollars for the best
The affair started with a concert by
for their positions.
fight
others
made
been
has
good
progress
time
that
Prose article and one of fifteen dollars the University of Maine band, which
The "M" Club has made a selection
seem to be quite a,
intendoesn't
There
an
of
plans
the
out
working
in
publithe
style
:or the best poem submitted for
of caps for the varsity men. The
was followed by a rendering of
the hammer throwfor
in
material
much
were
opened
Offices
campaign.
cation in the Maine-Spring by any un- North Dakota song, "The Yellow and of these caps will be similar to that of sive
but
to be a good hamthere
is
ing,
sure
Bangor
in
building
Trust
Eastern
the
dergraduate student of the university the Green," during the entrance of the the Senior Skulls, only a little longer in
develop
mer
from
the men who
his
thrower
with
Towner,
Secretary
Alumni
and
was
shape. The caps will be of dark blue
during the academic year 1922-23.
‘Vestern team: the Stein song
the form
hard
to
are
working
acquire
in
assist
to
has
there
moved
assistants,
Two prizes of fifteen dollars each are played during the entrance of the Maine with a light blue "M" in front.
and
are
which
Fraser
Cambell,
Barrows,
big
drive.
the
of
work
active
the
As the University Store Company does
annually offered to the winners of the team. Dean Stevens, as chairman of the
deLipsett.
well
already
action
of
plan
The
in
for
not wish to take the responsibility for
iiphomore Prize Essay contest, one
evening, welcomed the Westerners
Jackson seems to lx' leading the group
veloped, includes extensive advertising
'nen and one for women. The essays. behalf of the University of Maine. and the sale of these hats at the present
of
discus throwers with "Len" Jordan
educational
publicity
newspaper
and
inim 1500 to 2500 words in length, on gave an outline of the order of the con- time, men wishing to obtain them should
a
as
close second. Sargent is also a very
appeals
by
direct-by-mail
followed
work,
•,ny subject chosen by the student, must test. North Dakota upheld the affirma- inform the secretary of the "M" Club
appeal is promising prospect from last year's
The
personal
solicitation.
and
as
soon
as
them
for
IC submitted in outline to Professor tive and Maine the negative.
and he will send
to be made to alumni, alumnae, former squad. Banks, Sherer and Monroe are
Ellis, Associate Professor Draper, or
The Westerners showed the effect of enough are ordered. The price of these
student and all friends of the University all improving and promise to develop
•‘,,istant Professor Watson on or before their long trip in the early stages of the hats is undecided at present.
of
Maine. not forgetting the active stu- into good material by the end of the
the
forcehave
to
Curran's
possible
It will not he
March 1, 1923.
debate, and, opposed by
body, which will be expected, and season.
dent
The Maine Menorah Association has ful delivery. and Monroe's strong, con- charms as was at first thought.
Much interest is shown at the pracintimated, will naturally wish
already
as
.ffered for several years a prize of ten vincing arguments, were clearly outtice afternoons, both by the boys and
on
Page
Five)
(('ontinued
exuniversity
Their
lollars to that student in the
pointed in the main speeches.
"Cuddy" and it is not uncommon to see
with perience, gained by debating the same
ho presents the best essay dealing
the cage filled with students watching
olY Phase of Jewish history. character,
(Continued on Page Five)
the practice.
stu,r literature. There have been no
lents for the prize during the last three
(Confirme(I on Page Six)
At the last meeting of the Campus
—U-Board the following, who have been tryJan. 12. Alpha Zeta
evening,
Friday
the
during
good
doing
work
ing out and
—it-year, were elected to the Board as re- held its usual winter initiation. Five
ha. announced the
Manager
Winslow
the
into
were
welcomed
members
new
The Memorial Fund C.Innuttee. in or- porters:
for
to
the
schedule
girls'
Owing
basketball team.
Zeta.
Alpha
of
membership
Hast'ngs
'24,
Donald
Henry Boynton
der to get in touch with as many Alumni
January 26 Lee Academy at Orono
--x—
of
snow,
fall
heavy
and
storm
the
severe
l'ackMansfield
'25.
Johnson
Charles
to
'26.
to subscriptions
.Professor Henry F. Halverson of the as possible relative
Fund ard '25, We•ley Patterson '24, Theodore the customary large attendance of alum- February 2 New Hampshire State at
L niversity conducted the first lecture in the Memorial Gymnasium-Armory
Orono
alumni." In Skolfield '24. Mary Friend '24, Mary ni was missed by the active members.
the Extension Course on Wednesday. is making a drive for "lost
17
at Plymouth
Plymouth
February
into
initiated
were
men
following
The
'25.
Purington
Bernice
and
'25,
Loomis
locate these "lost" men and
9 Gorham Normal at
Jan. 10, in Keith's Theater. Portland. order to
March
of
Zeta.
Alpha
mysteries
inner
the
as
were
made
re:ently
elections
Other
will
and
up
made
has been
tinder the auspices of the Church Fed- women a list
Seniors: Edward Holden, Phi Kappa
in the Campus. If follows: Roy H. Carter, Business Manelsewhere
found
be
Prac"Some
10 New Hampshire State at
March
er,ation. His subject was,
Julius Garsoc, Lambda Chi.
Sigma;
ManBurr,
Circulation
C.
the whereabouts of ager; Wilfred
tical Applications of Psychology." Pro- any student knows
Durham
Chi:
Lord,
Lambda
George
Juniors:
CirAssistant
Hussey.
Frank
and
ager:
he
won't
these "lost alumni"
fessor Halverson made it his object to any of
17
March
at Orono
Plymouth
Clark.
Frank
Earl Osgood,
culation Manager.
please notify the Alumni office?
(Continued on l'age Six)

North Dakota Debaters
Defeat the Maine Team Iribbling

OM

RDS
NGS
iination
h ho'!lades.
its will

titterroiio
ters

Co.

0.
dashers
Me.
Jackets.
ttached
wear

rs

o is ematch Co.
Washingn friend'

Carnival time is again approaching.
and the air is full of speculation as to
\‘ hat the season will bring. Many a
\laine man is already counting the days
%% Inch must pass before he can see his
home girl and show her the good times
a carnival affords, and many a home
girl is also counting the days, looking
to her wardrobe all the while, so that in
the brief week-end when she invades the
college town, she can conquer not one,
but every heart in sight.
Thursday. February 8, is the beginning of things. All day various victims
of Cupid's dart will be meeting their
ladies and getting them comfortably
settled. Thursday evening the Maine
Masque and the Domino start things
off with a production in Alumni Hall.
After the Masque performance, the
Carnival attendents will sec an exceptional display of fireworks in front of
Balentine Hall. This display, consisting
(Continued on Page Six)
--

Plans Are Well Underway
For New Memorial Building

"M" Club Selects Caps
For the Varsity Men

New Members Elected
To Campus Board Five New Members Are
Initiated to Alpha Zeta Basketball Schedule
Drive Is Started to
For Girls Announced
Locate Lost Alumni

THE

G,Iie Blaine (Lamptig

motive is to derive personal benefit not
to merely pass the examinations.

Published Wednesdays deleg the easy
year 1 y the stu,Irnts of the Vatreesity of

Charles Meservie dropped into our
office the other day, and during the
Calet.......—.....Dryeat M. Patten VI
conversation the subject of 'manners'
was mentioned. Charles had definite
Managing Editors
Jacob M. Home "a ideas on the subject and warmed up to
Senior Editor
Edward C. Cutting 24
Junior Editor
great length. "Do you know," he said,
Department Editors
quality of ones manners shouldn't
-the
Hazen H. Ayer :24
News Editor
Edwin Kneeland 23 depend so much upon where he is. I
Athletic Editor..._
Donald Alezander "ti
Alumni Editor
Elizabeth Hunt 24 have found that 'barn manners' may be
Specials Editor
Ralph M. Burns '24 good enough if you are with the right
Exchange Editor
Society Editor..—....Elizabeth Kingsbury 23
Kathleen Mahoney '25 kind of critters."
Chapel Editor
Guy Grn '24
Military Editor
We wondered if there might not be
food for thought in this remark for
Reporters
'Z. Hope Norwood 'Z. Harold many an individual.
Statile>.

RAISE

CAMPUS

Five Maine Students
Awarded Scholarships

PRISM NOTICE

Group pictures for the Prism are to be
--m— —
taken at Chalmers' studio, Bangor, on
THE kiIaI.iLk sCHOLARSHIP, the following dates. Any society or orthirty dollars, was endowed by Frank E. ganization omitted or having conflicting
Kidder. Ph.D.. Denver, Colorado. a dates notify Hazen Ayer it- Ned Cutgraduate of the university in the class of ting, Phi Kappa Sigma,
1879. This scholarship is awarded to a
Sunday. January 21
student whose rank excels in his junior 9:30 M. C. A. Cabinet
year. The selection is made by the Pres- 10:00 Beta Theta Pi
ident and the Faculty. This award is
Spanish Club
made to David Gross,
10:30 Alpha Tau Omega
WESTERN ALUMNI ASSOCIASophomore Owls
TION SCHOLARSHIP, thirty dollars. 11 :00 Kappa Sigma
is awarded to a sophomore pursuing a
Junior Masks
Preesey '25 John stevens '24. Grace Armstrong
regular curriculum whose deportment is 11:30 Zeta Pi
23. Gir gory Baker '24. Ruth Bess"). 'Z, Henry
Charles
Boynton 24. 0,0141.1 Hastings
satisfactory and who attains the highest
Recognizing Merit
Girls' Rifle Club
Mansfield Packard '211, %%retry
Johnson
rank of his cla•s (luring the freshman
Patterson '24. Theo4bir.. Skoinehl '24. Mary
Saturday, January 27
That the male flappers are more in
Puring
titmice
Loomis
recent
'35.
In
a
issue
we discussed the year.
Friend '14, Mary
Maine-Spri
I
evidenc
:30
ng
e than the female?
ton 'Z.
advisability of providing means of reThis award is made to Leo Friedman.
Sigma
Xi
Pi
warding individuals for a high degree of
The pep( ? i in the cheers Saturtla:,
Business Departm▪ ent
THE ELIZABETH ABBOTT BAL- 2:00 Men's Musical Clubs
Ray H. Carter '24 activity. It seemed to be in accordance
Business Manager
night?
ENTINE SCHOLARSHIP was enGirls' Glee and Mandolin Clubs
Wilfred Iturr '24
Circulation Manager
Prank Hussey "25 with best thought that the varsity letter dowed by the Gamma chapter of
Asst, Circulation Manager
Alpha
Sunday, January 28
The "Fisher" of men?
had its legitimate field and that attempts Omicro
Assistant Business Managers
n Pi for a woman member of the 10:00 Campus Board
should
not
be made to broaden this field. sophomo
Donald Trouant '25
re class. This scholarship, anThe "Frisco"?
Prism Board
Since then we have had occasion to
nounced last Commencement, has been
Beta
Phi
Pi
Subscriptions, 11.00 per year
note that many colleges reward their
That we are having great weather fr
re-awarded to Eva Sweetsir Pride, on 10:30 Phi Kappa Phi
Single Copies, Five Cents
student leaders in non-athletic branches
hockey?
Entered as second class matter at the postaccount of failure of previous candidate
Alpha Zeta
office, Orono. Maine.
of activity by presenting distinctive to
register for the Fall Semester's work. 11:00 Sigma Nu
The Sunday afternoon revival mei-.
The editor In chief is responsible for the charms carrying the seal of
the college.
general policy of the paper and for the edi•
THE
ALPHA
OMICRON
Theta
Chi
PI
ings
at Balentine?
torlal columns; the managing editor for the
Why not? Wouldn't it be more logiALUMNAE PRIZE, ten dollars, given 11:30 Phi Sigma
news columns and the makeup of the paper; cal
us
for
to
solve
our
problem
that way by the Bangor Alumnae
and the business manager for the business
Those worried expressions?
Chapter of
and finances.
rather than attempt to rob existing inAlpha Omicron Pi. The award is made
Communications should be at the Postofike
The sudden industry that so many a,!at Alumni Hall before Saturday noon to in signia of its significance?
to a woman student showing the greatsure publication.
affecting?
If
est improvement in her work during her
Printed by the University Press, Orono, Me.
freshman year. This award goes to
Coach Flack's taste in neckties?
Catherine Louise Clarke.
The Number of Societies
That if certain co-ed's hands were tied
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE HONThere is little doubt but what the
they would be stricken dumb?
ORARY SOCIETY SCHOLARSH1I'
college honorary societies and profesis awarded to some needy student who in
Ivan Pease's ski-jumping raiment?
sional fraternities are generally recogthe opinion of the athletic board is the
Did you notice the Rotogravure secnized as being essential factors in colNew York, N. Y. hest athlete making his "M"
That a good way to commit suicide is
during his tion of the Boston Sunday Herald of
lege life. They are of unquestioned
Dec. 11, 1922 freshman year. This scholars
December 17 last? It had a most de- to try the new ski-jump?
hip,
anvalue to the institutions where they are Alumni Editor
nounced last Commencement, has been lightful reprint of "The Campus
in
The new coiffures are very popular?
represented and membership in such Maine Campus,
re-awarded to James Tweedie Blair on miniature" taken from one of the
photos
The second gathering of younger New account of
orders is a real factor in the developfailure of previous candidate that are still on sale at the fraternities
How eager "some" of the seniors are
York Alumni took place on Dec. 6th at to register
ment of the individual person.
for the Fall Semester's work. and bookstore.
to tell their age?
The University of Maine has always Bachelders on 23rd St. Our forces were
St
We are glad to welcome Captain Leon
shown no small amtiunt of activity in strengthened with the acklition of three
That Radio boots have taken the place
F. Norris back to the University again.
new
this respect. Within her confines scholmembers, Bannister '20. Sullivan '21
of
galoshes.
Lieutenant Andrew J. Nichols is away
astic Ikinorary societies have flourished and Boyd '22. The others present were
on a month's leave of absence due to
‘'hat good fudge-makers some of the
and much stress has been laid upon the Jones '19, Osborn '21, Swift '21. Flint
sickness
An
informa
in
his
l
family.
house
party
was
held
Beta's
at
are?
value of honorary societies embodying '21, Castle '21, Reynolds '22, Blake '22
Students of the advanced courses have
leadership in all departments of activity and Davee '22. The evening was spent the S. A. E. house Friday night, JanuThat Chalmers, the photographer, is
playing bridge and listening to a com- ary 12. There were about twenty-eight recently acquired a happy and prosperat the University.
reaping his annual harvest?
ous
couples
look.
present.
Their
only
Madame
regret
Parcher
is
that
acted
pay
This factor has always until the pres- bination duet from a radio set and vicent time. worked fin- the hest interests trola—a battle of music. To close the as chaperone for the occasion. Music days are far apart.
Any original New Year's resolutions?
Saturday drill has been replaced durof both the students and the institution. party we sang the Stein Song with Boyd was furnished by Libby's orchestra.
ing
the winter by a .series of lectures to
That glad-to-be-back feeling everyRecent developments have, however. at the piano. Ont. of the best things of There was featured a Fancy Arm Elasthe several classes. Major James gave where?
revealed a certain fad or wave of en- the evening took place after the bunch tic Dance.
The guests of the evening were: Bar- the advanced students instruction and
thusiasm in this direction. History has dispersed. It was a remark made
How everyone is beginning to cram?
teaches to beware of the violent action by a graduate of Brown Univ. He said bara Keyes, Francis Brewer. Ruth E. demonstration in art of teaching the Infantry
Waterho
use.
Drill
Kathleen Hunt, Thelma
Regulations. The sopholest we suffer from the equally violent that the last song which we sang was
What a good showing the basketball
reaction, and in this present condition the best college song that he had ever Moore. Beatrice Cleaves. Elsie Perry. mores were told the advantages of the team made on their western trip?
of affairs it seems as though we at least heard—how does that sound for our I.ois Mantor. Audrey Fenlason, Sarah spring and summer camps and given a
Wiswell. A. W. Gould. Pearl Woodard. short talk on Personal Hygiene.
That the moon was full last week?—
might have cause for deep reflection. Alma Mater?
and
Cora
that ain't all.
Capt.
Emery.
Norris
Mabel
explain
Peabody
ed to the fresh. Charlotte
Whereas we have admitted the great
We are now looking forward to the
value of small societies as a motive annual dinner of the New York Alumni Osgood, Alice Stanley. Helen Burton, men the history and meaning of the saThat the warm places are all locked
force and stabilizing factor in the busi- Association which will take place next Ardis Woodard. Annie Cyr (Water- lute as a part of military courtesy. He up now?
ville). Dorothy Newcomb. Beulah Os- spoke of the example that a good officer
ness of college life, we would not ad- month.
good. Elizabeth Peabody, Winnifred made to his men in appearance and conThat the Sigma Nu's are wearing their
vocate wholesale formation of honorary
Mainically.
NIcIsaac. Eleanor Waite. Irene Nadeau. duct.
white
flannels, too, this winter?
fraternities for this or that little phase
R. C. Castle
Lieut. Nichols, who was called away
St
of activity accompanied by phenomenal
If
What great weather this is for those
during vacation by sickness in his family
growth and development.
working
out for hockey manager?
has
returned to the campus.
To achieve their greatest, and most
Mrs.
Hendric
kson,
matron at Balentinc
North Hall baby calling Chub Thomas
valuable standing such organizations
Ilan. was hostess to several of the cadet papa?
should not be allowed to spring up over
1913
and staff officers and the sponsors at
night. Furtherintire, recognition should
a
St
Prt•sy Ah•y addresses Civil Enginee-The
Spanish
Club
dinner
short
held
busiin Balentine on Sunday evening
a
ill it
tenilered to them as full-tkilged Mg Club.
.
ness meeting January 9. at 22 Fernald Needless to say, it was
an enjoyable eveorganizations until they have been tried
Sopiunnore Owl interclass -to in- Hall. After the
business meeting was ning for all.
and tested. Better to have fett er and stalled as
a new trophy.
completed, a short program was enbetter organizations than many of inWilliam T. Haines, al/unfits of Maine, joyed. John Behringer was
most suefermi it quality.
inaugurated as Governor of :11? State of cussful in his represen
tation of the
A short time ago there was a very
Maine.
character of the charade, in which he
interest
ing little book issued by the unWinter Carnival
Jaintary
191... Mrs. Elmai•eth Al) took part.
dergrad
uate
students of Coe College. It
bott
Balet
lies.
The next met•ting is to be postponed
Maine's N'inter Carnival is tee be the
was entitled. "Only Twenty-Three" and
Athlt•tic board approves of !oscliall one week on account of
best ever this year. Preparaf s have
finals and it will
The annual formal reception and was sent to many alumni and others inbeen made to insure high class enter- schedule.
be held February 6,
house-party of the Omega Mu chapter terested in the institution.
Maine
th‘leats
Bowdoin r-lay team at
tainment to suit all tastes and the gatherof Phi Gamma Delta, was held at
The object of this little book was to
the
ing of winter athletes will contribute to tt. A.. A.
chapter-house December 15, 16, 17. The show those who received the book how
Freshmen debating team chosen.
making the %%AA one of full quality.
formal reception was held from eight Coe was training her men
Faculty makes ruling that sophomo7.•
for servic,
This occasion provides the best
until nine during the evening of Dec. in the world. Its title was a fitting on,
kind hop must
be informal.
of advertisement for the Universi
15, and was followed by a dance
ty of
lasting as it dealt with the careers of only
Maine. For this very reason let's supwell into the morning. The
1918
patrones
ses twenty-three of its alumni. But these
port it for every ounce there is in
With the appointment of Dr. Caroline for the
To conserve coal all Oak Hall men
it.
evening were Mrs. K. C. Esta- selected few were those who
had
144
Colvin as Dean of N'omen for the Uni- brooke, Mrs. L. E. Curtis
were put into Hannibal Hamlin Hall.
of Freeport. achieved notable success in the line of
The Real Test
Trustees vote to close college M -r.• versity a great need, arising from the and Mrs. W. St. J. Murray of Hampde
n. work that they had undertaken. And
17 instead of June 12.
In scanning the edit ,rial columns
ever increasing number of women stu- Toelles orchestra furnished music for hence had reflected glory on Coe, their
of
an order of twenty-four dances: refresh- Alma Mater. In general,
Athletic heard votes to hire Monte dents,
another New England college paper
the makers of
has been tilled. Dr. Colvin is a
an Cross as
ments were served at midnight.
baseball coach.
article came to our attention which
this book endeavored to show the differdealt
western
woman
and
has
attended
Indiana
On account of war conditions. Prexy
Saturday was spent in informal danc- ent lines of work in which Coe
with the subjeet of cribbing in
men were
examina- Att.„
requested freshmen to omit cus- University and the University of Penn- ing, theatre parties, and sleigh -riding. A participating, hence they selected one or
tint's. The writer dwelled on the
evils Itomarv
sylvania with special study in this coun- Christmas tree during the evening with two in each profession or branch of
of dishonesty in examinations and
banquet.
then
The practice of Maine of having
appropriate gifts for all caused
try
and the British Isles.
mentioned an unfortunate
much work taught at Coe and gave a short
a
incident ii.akt
scrap between the lower classes has
In 1902, she came to Maine as a pro- amusement. A heavy fall of snow Satwherein several members of
that insti- oven
sketch of his or their life and work, inadopted !iv the University of Mich- fessor of history. the first woman to urday night made the open tire-place
tution were recently asked to
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the History Department. She is particu- the next day, to spend their Christmas which is a work worthy of emulation by
It is with justilia'ile pride that
we s:o
larly fitted for her new duties, which she- vacation.
that we have flt•VCr met tile
other colleges and institutions.
necessity of
1921
Among the guests were Miss
will take up at the beginning of the
including such subjeets in our columns
Hodg.
Xortheastern College defeated in has- spring semester
We arc proud to say that
. by her long association don. Miss Hamilton, Miss Savage. Miss
Maine people kethall by Maine 45-22.
with the women students of the univer- Hersey. Miss Murray. Miss Weeks. the
have the reputation for gaining
their
netiating club opens schedule.
sity and her sympathetic interest in their Misses Osgood. Miss Munson of Sim ends by legitimate means.
Hockey
team organized on campus.
mons College. Miss Sawyer and
various activities.
To those w!io are most
Miss
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althoug
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Maine defeats Bates 30-24,
it. When you
this is Miss Huesman's first year at
take :hese final exams
If
it
now by paying promptly? Payments
next week, take
Maine Mu "cal CIO opens season at Maine,
she has already shown a deep
them in such a way that
They say a cat has nine lives,
your primary Old Town,
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%1 hen the 1.1 \ is passing un parade.
Summary of Etiquette
Town of Orono
u are walking, halt .
or in
Junior Prism Editors
rise,
stand
at attention and un
if
sitting,
k Community Study
In Using American Flag cover.
Appeal for Material
IC% ieW, 11

which is presented this
final one in the series for
al was prepared last year
it the Department (if Eck,Sociology.
•uinn...r% of Statistical Data Based on
Two Hundred Thirteen Oro.. :

studied are scattered and
eliative of Orono as a whole.
cr of families studied.....213
of individuals studied..1030
of individuals in each
including lodgers and hired
4.84
40
families having lodgers
homes where meals are
15
to lodgers
given
meals
are
where
homes
N.,. of
4
out.,iders
\,, f families having hired help .....23
idividuals studied exclusive
N
900
and hired help
,Igers
10
.krage no. of individuals in each
home exclusive of lodgers and
4.23
hired help
No. of families having children
131
under 18 years of age
Percent of entire number of families
having children under 18 years
61.5%
f age
of families whose head is emple.ed by the University of Maine....37
No. of families whose head is employed by the University of Maine
having children under 18 years
of age
Percent of entire no. of families
whoe head is employed by the
Uniterity of Maine having chil70.3%
dren under 18 years of age
Average no. of years spent in Orono
by heads of families for whom
19.22
time is specified
Average no. of years spent in Orono
by heads of families for whom
time is specified and who are em8.79
yed by the University
N.of heads of families who are
161
native born Americans
No of heads of families who are
aliens and have not filed first nat18
uralization papers
No of heads of families who have
12
filed first naturalization papers
N. of heads of families who are
11
naturalized Americans
N. of heads of families whose
11
citizenship is not reported
N. of heads of families having
membership in at least one fraternal order
98
N. of Catholic families
79
N. of Protestant families
124
This last number indicates mere preference or casual attendance as well as
church membership)
No. of families for whom no church
relation is reported
10
N. of families living in single
houses
152
No. of families living in two-family
houses
43
No. of families living in three14
family houses
No. of families living in fourfamily houses
4
of families living in houses
built of wood
211
No of families living in houses
:milt of brick
2
of families living in houses
al: es exterior appearance is good 133
families living in houses
exterior appearance is fair 73
-f families living in houses
.1kb,,e exterior appearance is poor 8
families living where condicf grounds about the house
.Is good
128
of families living where conditv-n of grounds about the house
is fair..........................................................72
No: f families living where condi!' ,,f grounds about the house
........................................................13
81
tamilies who are tenants
families who own their home..132
ite no. of rooms occupied by
, amilies for whom this infor1 was obtained
1611
no. of rooms per family
7.78
'e average no. of individuals
home is 4.84, this gives as
rage no. of rooms per in:al .
1 61
homes having telephone
92
!Ionics heated by stoves
119
;lomes heated by furnace
94
Tlomes lighted by oil
40
homes lighted by electricity....173
;. mes supplied with town
................................................. 213
homes having well or spring
in addition to town water 18
hones having inside toilet
;t fes ..................................................169
124
homes having bathtubs
1-1Ln
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1 pledge allegiance to my flag and the
The irIli capartintilt i to. 1024 ! Republic for which it stands, one Na-Prism" !HAAS much more material. • tion, indivisible. st, itli liberty and jusEveryone is urgently requested t,,
tice for all."
tribute snapshots, jokes. original dr,.mThe Amerean Flag, the emblem of our:
ings. clever pions. or anything else that Country. is the third oldest National
is suitable. Contributik ais should tie Flag in the wi rld. It represents liberty,
handed to Conrad Kennison, Phi Eta and liberty means obedience to law. In
Kappa, or to any other member of the the heart of evers American citizen the
"Prism" board.
American Flag must have the first and
Junior write-ups and Senior honor highest place—must be supreme.
lists must be sent in at once to Hazen
The FLAG should be raised at sunrise
Ayer. Phi Kappa Sigma.
and lowered at sunset. It may be raised
at other times. hut should never be left
out at night, ExcErr when it is under
No. of families living in houses conthe fire of an enemy.
nected with the main sewer
63
On MEMORIAL DAY the FLAG
No. of families living in houses conshould be displii)ed at half-staff from
nected with private sewers
77 isunrise until noon, and at the peak from
No. of families living in houses with
ni on until sunset.
cesspool drainage
54
In raising the FLAG to half-staff or
No. of families living in houses for
half-mast, it should alwavs be run to the
which sewerage disposal was not
peak and then lowered ONE BREADTH
reported
I OF THE El.A
In retiring it. it
Note: The number of houses no ,..C-19
on- should
first be run back to the peak and
nected with the main sewer is considthen retired. It should never be allowed
erably larger than it was a few months
to touch the ground.
ago when our data were collected.
When the "STAR SPANGLED BANNER" is played or sung, stand and reWhat makes you look so bored?
main standing, in silence, until it is finI just ate a planked steak.
ished.

:Tle,

The FLAG should never be worn ii
tile whole or part of a costume. As a
badge. it should be worn over the lett
breast.
In decorating. the FLAG should never
test‘ Nowa or draped. Alvvays hung
fiat.
If hung so stripes are horizontal.
Union should be in left upper corner.
It hung twrpendicularly, Union should
be in right upper corner.
When the NATIONAL FLAG and
another flag fly frkim the same pole
there should be double halyards, one for
each flag.
The H.:V.; should never be placed below a person sitting.
When carried in parade, or when
crossed with other flags, the STARS
AND STRIPES should always be at
right.
When the Fl.A( is used in unveiling
a statue or inkinument it should not be
allowed to fall to the ground. but should
be carried aloft to wave out, forming a
distinctive feature during the remainder
of the ceremony.
When the FLAG is placed over a bier
or casket, the blue held should be at
the head.
As an altar ci is ering, the Union should
lie at the right as you face the altar, and

INTERCOLLEGIATE
Vale—Vale and Harvard are discussing the Addition of a track athletic event
as an added feature of their annual
Commeticement program. Those who
favor it believe that if the Vale-Harvard
dual track games were held in graduation week it would prove as popular as
the Yale-Harvard baseball game, which
is always held at that time.
Dartmouth—Approximately forty men
have recently signed up for classes in
recreational basketball, which started
recently. These men will be organized
into the Intra-mural Recreational Basketball League. Competitive games will
be arranged. and it is expected that a
certain entry fee will Ix. charged for
the members of each team, with which
it is proposed to buy a chicken pie dinner for the winning team.
New York University—Two semester
hours' credit are granted to the staff of
(Continued on Page Four)
----- nothing should 1w placed upon the
FLAG except the Holy Bible.
The FLAG should never be reversed
I xcept in ease of distress at sea.

The Engineering in a Curling Iron
What sort of engineering is it. that
makes a study of the needs and the
interests of women and creates products to satisfy them? Does it seem
that, in practice at least, this sort of
thing is a little different, from your
understanding of what an engineer
really is and does?
After all. when you come to think of
it, engineering is concerned with all
the facts of life. It takes the old facts
and interprets them in new and
broader ways; but its big job is the
very big job of making more living,
—fuller living, —readiiy available. It
is, in every aspect a liti.ig worth do. itself with
ing. whether it. c,
or any of
curling irons or co
1 wtween.
the thousands of pr. I4
This is frilly the .1;i: of the engineer. his judgments and his equip-

ment are sought in almost every phase
of living. Engineering is remaking the
business of housekeeping. Its methods
:Ire !wing applied to merchandising, to distribution, to the wrapping of
bundles and the packing of boxes, to
the lighting of streets and the hundreds of things that, a few years
I ack, were strictly "rule-of-thumb".
By the tune you are at work out in
the world, there will be more—though
there are only a few of them left..
Whatever is worth doing is worth
engineering; engineering effort dignifies itself. Whetlwr it puts more usefulness into transftniners or curling
irons or turbines does not matter.
The thing that counts is the work. the
creative, constructive servkv I hat is
going on for the lasting benefit of
mankind.

ACHIEVEMENT 8 OPPORTUNITY

TEl MAINE CAMPUS
1

HISTORY OF FRATERNITIES
Kappa Sigma
Before the present Kappa Sigma fraternity became a chapter in the National
Fraternity. it was organized in 1884 as
the K. K. F. Society. A year later, with
the help of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity
the only chapter of a national fraternity
on the campus at that time, the K. K. F.
ty became Kappa Sigma. The
chart,r eeas granted December 1, 1885
making the Maine State College chapter
the second chapter to be formed in the
North. The charter members are John
Illagden, Josiah NI. Ayer. Charles B.
tiould. Gilbert S. Vickery, Norman
Tupp. Seyman F. Miller, Charles A. Mason. Frank R. Collins, Seyman E. Rogers, Hugh A. McNally. Alfred S. Ruth.
In 1895. the Kappa Sigma House. the
first fraternity house on the Campus
was built. Up to this time the society
had held its meetings in the third floor
i•f Fernaid Halt

Professor Adelbert sprague '05, Director of music at the University of
Maine set the Stein Song to music when
Lincoln Colcord wrote it.
Robert Drummond '05 is now head of
the German Department at the University.
Lore A. Rogers '92 is a forestry inspector for the United States in foreign countries. Russell Smith '11 known
as the "little giant" on the diamond,
starred as captain of baseball and has
continued to make good, now as an Inspector of Dairies in the National Dairy
Department at Washington.
William Parker '11 helped put Maine
on the map in football and held the captaincy three years. He was instantly
killed by electricity the year after he
graduated. He was said to be one of
the most popular students to graduate
from Maine.
Luther Rogers '13 broke the New England Intercollegiate pole vault record. He

cf Foreign Wars here at the University.
have been named for him. A memorial
cup has been given by the Kappa Sigma
fraternity to the University of Maine.
Guy Palmer '17 was the first man to
receive the gold watch given by the
Washington Alumni Association to the
man who does the most for his college.
He was a captain of football. Jerry
Reardon '19 captain of both football and
basketball, also received the gold watch.
Kappa Sigma had an excellent war
record. Two weeks after the United
States had declared war, thirty of the
thirty-six in the house had enlisted and
gone, and the house was closed. Guy
Palmer lost his health thru overwork as
an instructor in the Training Camps.
William Nash in the Engineers Corps
helped lay the first rails by the A.E.F.
and ran the first locomotive over them.
There have been 399 members initiated in Psi Chapter. Those in college
now are Adolph L. Bisson, Skowhegan;
Lawrence C. Connor, Bangor; Armando
J. Conti, Eastport; Frank B. Edwards,
Fred B. Edwards, Shelbourne, N. H.:
Leslie E. Fayle. Old Town; Raymond
C. Fitzhenry, Lubec; George H. (;ruhn,
Columbus. Wisconsin; Stanley B. Hyde,

El
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E. A. MERRILL, D. M D.

Intercollegiate

Dentist

the "New York University News"
Board.
New Hampshire State—A joint committee of faculty and students named to
consider winter sports has recommended
the expenditure of $1000 on a ski jump
and skating rink. The erection of a
fifty foot tower with concrete piers on
a site a mile and a half from the campus to enable jumpers to make 100 feet
is recommended.
M. I. T.—Registration figures for this
year have been finally tabulated and
show a total of 3244, which is a decrease
of 291 under the high mark set by last
year's enrollment. The Senior class
leads all other classes with a showing
of 759. Sophomores come second with
727 and Juniors third with 682. The
Freshmen trail this year with only 607.
There are 269 graduate students pursuing courses for advanced degrees or taking special work without classification.
There are 37 co-eds registered at the Institute.
According to little Daniel he expects
to be graduated from Columbia college
in two and one-half years. He will attend summer school every session. At
the present time he is including mathematics, languages, and contemporary
civilization.'
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K APPA SIGMA
!liaise has been the home of many
the big men who have graduated from
the University of Maine. Some of
them were athletes and others who were
not, have since gained internat. I
fame.
Dr. Jeremiah S. Ferguson '89 served
as chief executive 1lf the Kappa Sigma
Fraternity for three years and is still
One tf the' five National (dicers.
Lincoln Colowd '05 wo,te the words
of the Stein Song and some of the other
University songs and has since gained
internatii.nal fame as a writer, poet
and journalist. Judge George F. Rich
is a successful ciorporatiiin lawyer.
These three received at the hands of the
University of Maine last June the honorof 1,1 I)
ary

Hot'i.

now chief inspector of the Electrical
Department of the Boston and Albany
Railroad with headquarters in New
York.
Charles Ruffner '16 was captain of
football a year. After coming thru the
war without a scar, he lost his life in ;
mine explosion while trying to save the
lives of the men in his charge. Roger
Bell, also '16 was never defated in a
Cross Country race. He was captain of
the team and broke the Maine Intercollegiate Record.
There were several stars in the class
of '17. Charles Rice '17 the wonder
sprinter needs no comment as to his
Ile died of wounds during the
war and the Legion of Honor post in
his home town as well as the X'eteratis
is

"Jack" was a Sophomore Owl and a
Personnel of The
Junior Mask.
"Ed" Kneeland. Phi Eta Kappa, is the
Senior Skrill Society pride
of Princeton, Me. He has disThe Senior Skull Society is an honorary fraternity, founded in 1906, with the
general purpose of promoting college
customs, and bringing about in every
way a closer unity of the. student body.
The members are chosen at the end of
their junior year for their popularity and
general activity in college affairs.
"Joe" Beckett, Sigma Chi. comes to
us from Calais. His career at the University has been wide and varied. He
has been treasurer of his class for two
years. and has been associated with the
Campus Board for three years. first as
contributor and then as Business Manager. He was manager of varsity track
his junior year, following a season as
assistant manager. Ile was a Sophomore
Owl and a Junior Mask, and is a member of Sigma Delta Chi, the honorary
journalistic society.
"Dave" Hoye Sigma Phi Sigma, hails
from Eabin. in Aroostook County. He
seas a member of the Campus Board
his sophomore year and was Business
Manager of the Prism his junior year.
Ile was assistant manager of football
last year, and is the present varsity manager of that sport. He was a Sophomore
Owl and a Juniel Mask, and is a member of the Economics Club.
"Jack" Jowett. Sigma Nu. claims Uxbridge, Mass, as his home. Ile first
shone in basketball, playing on both class
and varsity squads. Baseball is his
specialty, however, and it is in that
sport
that he has distinguished himself
most.

tinguished himself in various lines during his career. He ran in class track his
first two years and in varsity track his
second and third years. and was a member of the champion cross country team
last year. Ile was Associate Editor of
the Prism, and is now Athletic Editor
of the Campus and Editor-in-Chief of
the Mainiac. He is a member of Sigma
Delta Chi and the Contributors' Club.
"Ned" Lawrence. Phi Gamma Delta,
comes from Gardiner. He was a member of the Varsity relay squad his first
and second years. and was elected captain his third year. lie has distinguished
himself in varsity track throughout his
course. His sophomore year, he was the
winner of the "Pat French" cup. As
varsity cheer leader last year, he put the
old pep into the student body. "Ned"
was a Sophomore Owl and a Junior
Mask, and is a member of Alpha Chi
Sigma.
"Len" Lord, Alpha Tau Omega, claims
Saco as his home. Ile has starred in
football throughout his four years at
college, playing first on the class team
and then on the varsity squad. He was
also on the varsity track squad his sophomore year. He was a Sophotnore Owl
and a Junior Mask and is a member of
Alpha Chi Sigma.
"Mac" NIcKeeman, Phi Eta Kappa.
hails from Calais. Me. He was a member of the class baseball team his sophomore year. and was also elected assistant
manager of track the same year. However, he distinguished himself by his
good work on the cross country squad

Pipes, etc., Eversharp Pencils
and Wahl Pens
Page & Shaw's Candies

The Two Year Heck Club held a very
Home of the
interesting meeting in Room 12, Winslow
B. C. M. CIGAR
Hall, on the evening of Wednesday. Jan.
Look us up
10. After the regular business meeting,
the members of the club listened to a
very interesting and instructive talk by
Mr. Shibles, the leader of the Boys' and
Girls' Clubs of this state. Mr. Shibles
.outlined his work in a very clear way,
and brought out phases with which most
of the Agricultural students are not familiar.
After the talk by Mr. Shibles, the
meeting was opened for an informal general discussion and refreshments consisting of apples, peanuts and plenty of
Saco; Donald F. Hastings. Roekland: "smokes" were provided for all.
Albert E. Jones, Brighton, Mass.; LeonThis club, which was formed some
ard B. Jordan, Westbrook; Russell S. time ago by the students registered
in
OHN WARD men MIXT11Leighton. Columbia Falls: Charles F. the two-year school course of
agriculher when the standards et
Moody. Saco; Donald H. Pike. Mans- ture. holds regular meetings on
the secdress at leading Universiii,s
field. Mass.; Wesley F. Porter, Patten; ond and fourth Wednesday of each
ran to corduroys and jerseys 'I he
Howard H. Randlette, Richmond; Roger month. Some sort of program
undergraduate today is the best
is
drest man in all the country.Taste
B. Stone. Swampscott; Fred Trecartin, planned for each meeting and it
is enin shoes, for instanse, is most
Lubec; Herbert J. Wood. Lewiston: deavored to make them interestin
g to all
exacting. The pattern of the Jan
Paul E. Atwood, Bangor; Burton R. school course men. The entertainm
Ward steles and the volume of
ent
Carroll, Lynn. Mass.; Wallace H. El- committee plans to have speakers
the J ohn Ward business prove it.
from
liott. Presque Isle; George H. Frye. the different departments of the
Aggie
The John Ward rerresentativ
Harrington; Reginald F. Johnson. Han- College. and also from the
Extension
displays in:
cock; Bernard D. Knowles, North New Service and Experiment Station,
to exPortland; Richard W. Nelson, Boothbay plain their work and its relation
to the
AT FRATERNITIES
Harbor: W. Stanley Ross. Columbia farmer. Other meetings will be
given
Falls; Alfred F. Stevens, Oakland; over to discussions on subjects of
Jan. 17, 18
interArthur C. Sylvester. Mars Hill; Karl est to the members.
B. Whitcomb, Orono.
The next meeting, which will be the
last before the annual meeting and election, will probably be held on the evelast year. He is the present cross coun- ning of the twenty-fourth. Mr.
Day and
Storrs in NewYork.8rpokly ri, Newark
try captain. "Mac" was a Sophomore Mr. Garland, both first year men,
Phila.,. Address tot Mail Orders
will
51t
Duane street - Melvin:irk ciry
Owl.
have charge of the discussion at this
"Ike" Prescott. Lambda Chi Alpha, is meeting, which will be of special intera native of Sanford. Baseball is his est to all students in this course.
speciality, and he has been on the varsity
team his three years at college. He was
a Sophomore Owl and a Junior Mask.
and is a member of Alpha Zeta, the honorary Agricultural fraternity.
"Buck" Thomas. Phi Kappa Sigma,
comes from Camden. He has been prominent in both track and football, being
The State University Maintained by
a member of both varsity squads. He
the State and General Government
was president of his class his sophomore
year. and was a Sophomore Owl and a
Junior Mask.
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES.—Major subjects
in Biology.
"Chub" Thomas. Phi Kappa Sigma, is
Chemistry. Economics and Sociology. Education, English, French.
another pride of Camden. He was manGerman. Greek Language and Literature, History, Latin. Matheager of baseball last year. following a
matics and Astronomy. Psychology. Physics, and Spanish an,!
season as assistant manager. He was
Italian. Special provisions for graduates of normal schools.
president of the class his junior year,
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE.—Curricula
in Agricultural Educaand was a Junior Mask. He is now
Agronomy. Animal Husbandry, Biology. Dairy Husbandry,
tion,
president of the Athletic Association.
Forestry. Home Economics, Horticulture, Poultry Husbandry.
— - •—aa
School Course in Agriculture (two years). Short winter courses.
Farmers' Week. Correspondence and lecture course. Demonstration work.
lg—
Cot.t.m.E. OF TECH NOLOGY.—Curricula in Chemical Engineer.\ most enjoyable Part
as held at
ing. Chemistry, Civil Engineering. Electrical Engineeri
ng. and
the Sigma Chi House, Friday evening.
Mechanical Engineering.
January 12. The dance celebrated the
MAINE Ai AlcULTURAL EXPERI MENT
STATION.-0ffiCes and I,:.1.
opening of the chapter house which has
cipal laboratories in Orono; Experiment Farms in Monmouth and
Presque Isle.
been recently remodeled. The rooms
were finished in an artistic color scheme.
GRADUATE COURSF.S leading to the Master's
degree are offered
by the various colleges.
Reiche's orchestra furnished music for
the dancing. which was enjoyed by the
SU M M ER TERM of six weeks
(graduate and undergraduate'
members of the party.
credit).
Refreshments of ice cream and cake
For catalog and circulars. address
were served at intermission.
THE REGISTRAR
The chaperones for the evening were
Dr. and Mrs. Whitcomb, Mr. and Mrs.
ORONO, MAINE
Sweetser and Mr. and Mrs. Towner.
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that the money be raised trom
Kappa Phi Kappa Chapter Very Large Enrollment
Mr. Kelley Attends
source except the alumni and such other
as would naturally be reached
Babson Institute Meeting
Installed at University In Boy's and Girl's Clubs individuals
by the general committee. This sum will
ali

awarded, two years ago. it went to Ned
Laurence. Howard Flack, Track and
Basketball Coach, has the squad under
his direction and all those who have folhissed him in his work at Maine know
that he will do his utmost to produce a
winning team. .Altho salaching basketball too he tintls time to devote himself
to both activities and help in other activities as well. Conrad Kennison is
manager of track and his assistants are
Ben English and Don Penley. This is
a busy time for these men as the track
must be kept in condition in spite of the
weather conditions. The freshmen working out under these men are Rowe. Jordan, Sweatt, Getchell. Lucas, Small and
Stevens. The student body hardly realizes that these men are putting in time
and energy on this work until election
time and then they wonder who they
are. It is a good time now to get acquainted with them and know what they
are doMg,
rite following upperclassmen are reporting for practice every day: Lord.
Strong, Murray. Ames, Webb, Lawry,
Methyl' and Scott. Nearly all these
men have track experience and will give
keen competition for a place on the team.
The freshmen are: Cahill, Ross, Whitcomb. Tibbetts, Moody, D. L., Milliken,
Hart, Hamilton, Cutting, Beedle, Atwood. Plummer, Gowdy, Ward and Ridlow Cahill won both the quarter mile
and two-twenty yard run at the pumpkin
meet last fall. Inc hails from Bath and
will prove to be a dangerous contender
for the varsity mem Among the other
freshmen who are showing up well are
Ross, Cutting, needle and Ridlon.
Bewdoin will put a strong team in the
field next month with three veterans in
college. Hunt having been lost by graduation, Mason, Butler and Palmer will
be three strong contenders and the other
man will he pcobably chosen from new
material entering this year. The squad
from Brunswick will not be easy contenders and N1aine must put forth a good
team to keep up with the Bowdoin boys.

he large enough to give the student body
,.,,,eram of the tourth meeting
A chapter of Kappa Phi Kappa. an
Early enrollment in the boys' and girls' a substantial interest in the movement
Business
of
Officers
-a-saciation
educational iraternits. open to men oldh:.
,
agricultural and home-making clubs of and redound to their credit in the sears
E:ngland Educational lnstitu- is to be installed at the University of
Maine, A feature of College of Agri- 6, clime.
was held at Babson Institute. Maine. NVednesday afternoon. Jan. 17.
cultural
extension work, indicates that
While tentative plans of the Kolas.-December
27th
The purpose of Kappa Phi Kappa is
Hills Mass..
•:
l\ oe
membership. tive building are being prepared for
this
year
will
ri%al
1922
in
: outlined at Chapel exer- two-told: nrst. to interest worth-while
The enrollment to date is far ahead of campaign purposes. it will be some time
H. Kelley, Asst. Treas- men in undergraduate student bodies in
Edward
.i„.s
of the corresponding period a year before the complete details of the rethat
teaching as a profession; second, to afef the University of Maine.
ago. Oxford is leading all the counties. quirements can be isorked out. In geneve- ford a medium of social and professional
The meeting opened Wednesday
Waldo is in second place. Hancock third. eral. the building will be of ample size
Wellesley
Inn. contact of such men as are of outstandat
banquet
with a
Aroostook fourth, York sixth and Som- to accommodate the Physical Training.
the Associa- ing promise in this field.
H. A. Vickers, President of
erset seventh.
Athletic and Military department of the
.!ei and George W. Colman, President I Kappa Phi Kappa is a recently estabUniversity. The Memorial GymnasiumInstitute, were the principal lished fraternity, and has possibilities of
Armory will be several times larger than
next session was held on an exceedingly useful future. Dr.
The
:pealLLT-.
Alunmi Hall and of sufficient capacity
Hall, Riverda Jordan. Prof. of Education at
Th:
ur,!as• morning at Assembly
to provide for a baseball &animal. footSchool, Babson Institute, and Cornell University is president.
Ro i,.ILnce
ball practice and battalion maneuvers of
follows:
The following men are to be charter
,he *Laker?: were as
the Military department. Cinder tracks
-Tuition Charges—State and Out-of- members of the Maine chapter:
Wednesday. January 17, at 7.30 the and a straight-away, jumping. vaulting
Undergraduates: G. M. Bates, H. L. final interclass games will be played: and weight pits, a gallery for rifle range,
te Students," Mr. Kelley. University
Maine; "Some Phases of College In- Bowen, F. U. Burke, R. F. Coney. F. B. sophomures vs. seniors, and freshmen vs. basketball courts and gymnsium for the
‘estment Problems," H. C. Edgerton, Dobbins, H. S. Emory, E. J. Felker. J. juniors. The teams are well matched. departnient of physical education will iw
Treasurer, Dartmouth College; "Schol- M. Grant, C. M. Hamm, P. H. Harri- and both games should prove interest- provided, as well as offices, class rooms
B. man, M. E. Higgins, A. G. Knights, L. ing. Admissioin 20 cents. Miss Hues
and general headquarters for the differArships for the Undergraduate," F.
University;
B. Jordan, A. S. Knoyes, E. L. Knee- man will pick the 'varsity squad from ent departments to be accommodated.
Yale
of
Bursar
1!!Ims!m,
:loan Scholarships," H. S. Ford, Bur- land, H. S. Newall. A. C. Perry, R. F. the class teams. Any girl wishing to
('hi' general plans for the raising of
Plummer, H. H. Randlette, W. A. make 'varsity should try out at once, the required amount are being carefully
Mass. Institute of Technology.
At the afternoon session the election of Simpson. M. C. Whitcomb, P. L. Whit- as many more girls are needed.
worked out. The actual solicitation will
fricers took place, and the reports of comb.
be thorough and effective. Maine's alumGraduates: H. P. Foster, C. NV. Peterni have never been called upon to cono mmittees were read. This was followed by a paper by Miss Ethel Bedieret son, E. C. McGraw, H. P. Swicker.
tribute. They are to be depended upon
Faculty: Prof. Halverson, and Prof.
Director of Harmon Foundation. "Handto put this thing through with a bang.
ling Student' Loans" was the subject Pollard.
The students can and will help immense-- ----chosen by her, and it is a subject that is
ly and in due time the Memorial GymnaDelta Sigma Nu, the local honorary sium-Armory w ill be a wonderful asset
of the greatest interest to the University
debating fraternity, wishes to announce to the Maine Campus.
of Maine. Another paper rather start
the following pledge: Theodore NV. Monling in its possibilities was "Reducing
roe '24. of Milo. He won this honor
(Continued f! 01 Paw One
C“1:ege Costs," by Frank P. Speare,
by his remarkable showing in the MainePre,ident of Northeastern University.
North Dakota Debaters Defeat the
A Round Table discussion closed the
The Girls' Student Athletic Board has North Dakota debate. He is a memMaine Team
;,rogram.
bought six pairs of snowshoes for the ber of the "M" Club, Junior Masks, and question throughout their trip, enabled
Mr. Kelley further outlined briefly the use of any girl who wishes to partici- the S. A. E. fraternity.
them. however. to make the most of
At the last meeting of Delta Sigma every weakness of the Maine case in the
main points contained in the paper which pate in that sport. These snowshoes
he read before the Association. "Dis- were bought especially for the girls who Nu, the following officers were elected rebuttal. Thortinnson, the last speaker
crimination between state and out-of- wish to take part in the Augusta and fro the remainder of the year: H. E. of the evening. clinched the debate for
oate students in the matter of tuition. Maine Carnivals, but have no snowshoes. Wilson '23, president; E. M. Curran '25, the affirmative by cleverly showing that
in the land grant colleges and universi- The Augusta Carnival takes place Feb. vice-president. and H. L. Richardson '24, the heal team had interpreted the bill
•:!-: 01 the country, is evidently a matter 16, and there the girls will race the girls secretary-treasurer.
too liberally.
expediency rather than of equity."
from Bates. Last year the U. of M.
The features of the debate were Mon"As a result of the action of the exe- girls won the race, and they should be
Caps
roe's main speech and Thorfinnson's re- Gloves
Custom Clothes
!tire and legislative circles of certain able to repeat their victory this year,
buttal. The Maine team presented a case
For College Men
•%ites, several land grant institutions in providing enough girls take an active
that would have proven invincible to any
East have been influenced in increas- interest in it. Watch the Campus for
Never
was
team with equal experience.
J. 11. McCANN
: the charges agianst outside students. the date of the tryout.
Curran more versatile in his arguments
BalenHendrickson
of
Mrs.
Louise
l2 state st ftingor
taken
iicre in Maine our Legislature has
nor forceful in his delivery. "Ted"
At the U. of M. Carnival there will
Army officers
Furnishings
Hats
practically the same attitude, and conse- be a snowshoe, a ski, and an obstacle tine Hall entertained the
Monroe, although participating in a de0. T. C.
quently the Board of Trustees has in- race between the girls of Balentine and and their wives, and the R.
bate for the first time, displayed the
at dinner Sunday
creased tuition charges so that they now those of Mt. Vernon. There the girls officers and sponsors
same 'punch' that he has shown in baseafter-dinner speaking
7.re ;125. for residents of Maine and will have a chance to practice for the night. in
ball and football. He gave proof of
order, and a most delightful time
Nl for out-of-state students. This of Augusta Carnival, as well as to help was in
having every qualification of a successHigh Class Photography
enjoyed by all. Other guests incovers all charges for laboratory win prizes for their respective dormi- was
ful debater.
and
Little,
Dean
Clarence
cluded Mrs.
:.:es and does away with the former tories.
MAINE
The debating coach, Prof. Bailey, was BANGOR,
Mrs. Boardman, and Mr. and Mrs. A.
"Elanket tax" for athletics and student
well satisfied with the showing made by
L. T. Cummings.
publications.
the team. It has been his policy from
stu"The tuition charges for resident
the beginning to develop his speakers by
\Ve want you to know that when in
dents at the University of Maine have
sending them against stronger teams
need of a good lunch or dinner
increased from nothing to the point
rather than to weaken their future useyou can not find a better
reached to-day. This has been made
fulness by allowing them to win from
On Monday evening, Jan. 15th, at 7:30
place than at the
nothing.
could
teach
them
neces•ary on account of the increased
teams
that
importance
held
Another gatliti:!:: !!1
P. M.. Maine Alpha Chapter if Tau
The debating squad is now busily enflemands upon the state for appropria- on the campus in the Christmas vacation
ORIENTAL RESTAURANT
Beta l'i Association held the first initiapreparing
for
the
Occidental
gaged
in
to care for the larger number of was the semi-annual conference of
209 Exchange St., Bangor, Me.
tion of the year in Wingate Hall at
collet!, debate in April.
Ltudents and to meet the modern de- members of the College of Agriculture
special attention given to parties dewhich tImise men elected during the fall
msnfls of instructional work. Neverthe- extension service. The conference occusiring banquets, Chinese or Amerisemester were formally received into the
:s the present tuition at Maine is great- pied four days. The program was de!!nrimmed
from&
Page
One)
can dishes.
irder. After the ceremonies were comIII excess of the charge made by any voted largely to discussions of methods
pleted under the able direction of Presi- Maine to Compete in Relay with
:Myr land grant colleges, with the ex- and practices in extension work. Those
:lent Adrian L. Ackley, those present enBowdoin
!eptiim of possibly one or two. This in attendance were:
joyed an instructive as well as amusing
the
!act will have little weight with
Smokeles Flashlight
Dr. Leon S. Merrill, director; Charles talk by Professor C. P. Weston, the subA authorities have
This year the B
egislature as long as the percentage re- E. Crossland, executive secretary; A. L. ject of which was "Why and What is
and
tried to make the program shorter and
ceived through tuition is still consid- T. Cummings. agricultural editor; A. K.
Westiin run more teams at a time—thus the
an Education?" Professor
Groups
of
any size taken
(rally less than the actual cost.
Gardner. crops and soils specialist; M. strongly advised all college men to go
change in Maine's i)pponent.
"It was maintained that we could not D. Jones. farm management demonstraLAWiaNCI.: F.A1()N
aut for their "letters" in the three main
Relay got an early start before the
ri‘tht fully discriminate against state and tor; R. F. Talbot, dairy specialist; Les- branches of college lifts i.e., intellectual
MILL sl
vacation and the most of the Teivphone 167-3
Christmas
'tn-ef-state students because of the fact ter H. Shibles and Mrs. Arra S. Mix- pursuits. athletics, and social activities.
frir practice to get into
reported
squad
!iat the Federal Government endowed ter, leaders of boys' and girls' club
In the first liranch the letters to be condition. Since the close of the holi..lt• institution by the grant of land dur- work; 0. M. Wilbur, poultry specialist;
striven for were the letter A or the let- days the weather has been far from
:"‘: the dark days of the Civil War and Miss Edna NI. Cobb and Miss Eleanor ter B; in the second, the letter "M" was
ideal but the squad has been hard at
%%a: appropriating thru the Morrill Act Jackson, home economics specialists; A.
the one to be attained; in the third work on the outdoor track at the rear of
40stantial sum for maintenance. In L. Deering. county agent leader; Miss branch which involves necessarily the
Alumni Hall. With the race only a few
re recent days the amount received Riisalind M. Jewett: hiime demonstra- contact with man's
complement—woman, weeks away intensive training has started
$50,O(N)
' 7-m the state has exceeded the
tiro agent leader:
the recommendation was again letter B and Maine hopes to have a relay team
appr-priated by the Morrill Act and we
County Agents: R. N. Atherton. An- (let'er be).
which will hold up the reputation she has
are not in a position to maintain the droscoggin-Sagadahoc; H. E. Bickford,
Following the speaking suggestions made in her past relay races.
,arne attitude as heretofore."
B.
R.
Hancock; C. A. Day, Kennebec;
were made and plans adopted for a very
Ed Kneeland is Capt. of this year's
"Land grant colleges may in the fu- Dodge. Penobscot; N. S. Donahue, Wal- interesting season for the chapter
during squad, he is a member of Phi Eta Kappa
:.lay all good thing,
ture agree on a fixed rate for out-of- do: W. M. Gray. York; C. C. Larrabets
the remainder of the year. Excellent and has been a member of cross country
'tate students. However, it should not Piscataquis; R. H. Lovejoy, Oxford; E.
he yours for the corn
refreshments were served and the eve- and track teams for the past three years
maintained that all land grant col- NV. Morton and J. H. Philbrick. Aroos- ning was concluded with a general social and was a member of the relay team last
ing year—and beyond
lcgts. regardless of facilities or oppor- took; J. H. Pulsifer, Franklin; D. W. discussion.
year. Lawrence and Pick O'Connor arc
tunities, should have one charge for all Reed. Washington; NV. S. Rowe, CumThose initiated were Wilbur E. Me- the other twi. veterans of the team.
•tud,nts,
berland; C. A. Storer, Somerset; R. C. serve '23. Lionel St. Pierre '23, Vedic A. Lawrence is ex-captain of the relay team MILLER 6 WEBSTER
"A gate should provide higher educa- Wentworth, Knox-Lincoln.
Webber '23, Howard E. Wilson '23, and captain of varsity track this year,
ti"n r its students at the lowest posHome Demonstration Agents: Iva V. Arthur E. Kittredge '23. Henry S. he is also holder of the quarter mile
st. and if any action is taken it Barker, Penobscot; Helen Clark, Kenne- Boynton '24.
,s1''
record in the state and has been a memBangor
aim to reduce tuition charges of bec; Della I. Connor. Cumberland;
ber of the track and relay teams for the
it students. 'New England may Helen P. Cooper, Androscoggin-SagadaI Clothing Co, I
past three years. O'Connor has reprer disposed to deal so liberally with hoc ; Mary G. Flint, Washington; MariAlready many of the students have ap- sented the university both in track and
11 as the states of the Middle and on G. Hare, Somerset; Claire Herrick, proached the general committee with of- relay for the past two years and bids
West, but I feel that we should not Knox-Lincoln; Flora Howard, Piscata- fers of assistance. Assistant Campaign
fair to accomplish good work both in
-iglu of the fundamental ideas in- quis: A. Evelyn Howe. Hancock; Estelle Director Phil R. Hussey '12, who is put- relay and track this year. Jim Blair.
Provident Mutual Life
rated in our first catalog, which Nason. Waldo; Anita Nicholson, Ox- ting his whole time into this campaign. the other veteran of the team has
Insurance Co.
turned
•-ed to 'Give the young men of the ford: Helen e. Spaulding, York; Mar- has replied that these offers are keenly his attention to hockey this year.
Philadelphia
‘010 desire it at a moderate cost jorie P. Symonds. Franklin.
An added inspiration to the men runappreciated and that very shortly the
liberal.
olvantages of a thorough,
commitetc will work out the definite ning is the Pat French relay cup which 1865 Lowest Mortality Rate 1923
One,
;Tactical education.'"
(Continued from
is awarded for a year to the man runHence Lowest Net Cost
plan by which these offers may be made
New
Underway
for
ning
the
fastest
time
trial
in
relay
on
Well
Are
Plans
EDWARD J. HUDON
available.
reason why there are no women
the board track. Last year Kneeland
Memorial Building
engineers is that they would
asked
of
fixed
sum
will
be
Probably
a
and
Blair
was tied for time which was
Special Agent
as large a sum as possible
be out all night with the fast to contribute
57 seconds. The first year that it was
understanding
with
the
student
body,
the
fund.
the
St., Orono, Me.
Bennoch
to
2

Final Interclass Games
To Be Played This Week

Delta Sigma Nu Elects
Monroe to Membership

Girl's Athletic Board
Furnishes Snowshoes

Military Party Enjoys
Dinner at Balentine
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NEW YEAR
Greetings

THE

LOST ALUMNI

W. N. Rogers r16
Elected to Congress

MAINE

CAMPUS

t(,.ctinueJ

from Page One)
Maine Easily Defeats New Eng-

Information c.: .4; any of the following Maine men will be appreciated if
"fix summary.
To become one of the youngest memforwarded to the Alumni Office at 414
MAINE ,
Congress is the
Eastern Trust Building, Banger. This bers of the national
Fouls
Goal
which comes to William N. Roglist contains names of alumni and for- honor
Holmes. rf
0
3
mer students whose addresses have been ers. Law 1916, as the result of his politi- Small, rf
0
reported as obsolete for many years, a, cal activity in his native state of New Capt. Newall If
4
0
well as the names of those who have Hampshire. He will have just reached Carter If
0
0
only recently reinoved from their old 31 years of age when he is sworn in Cahill c
4
0
locations without leaving a forwarding next March. This is his second try for Plummer c
0
0
Congress, having been a candidate four
address.
Berg rg
0
7
years ago and defeated by only a 1500
Ex-73—Jilseph E. I'. Clark.
Woodbury rg
o
0
Ex-'75—John H. Carver. George N. majority. This year he was part and Horsman Ig
1
0
parcel of the Democratic landslide in
Gage, Charles Kennedy.
Cobb 1g
2
0
New Hampshire, polling a 6500 majority
1876—John H. Williams.
in
the First New Hampshire District.
Eugene
tiurney.
Ex-76—Frank P.
35
Rogers has had a spectacular political
Hopkins. 1Vebster Mudgett.
N. E. COLLEGE FIVE
career, serving four terms in the House
1877—George E. Sturgis.
Goal
Fouls
being the virtual party leader in
and
Chas.
Andrews,
M.
Ex-'77—Chas. F.
Sterling rf
1
3
Freeman. Adrean Lovejoy. Ferdinand L. every session. He won instant recogni- Dolan If
O
0
tion by his maiden speech, which was
Partridge, Wm. B. Whitney.
Trebolet c
1
0
one
of the most brilliant ever made in
MalEx-78--James I.unt. Herbert A.
Greely rg
0
0
the Legislature by a new member, and
lett Silas N. Miller.
Kelly Ig
2
0
1879—Willis E. Ferguson. Herbert he has electrified the House by his
speeches in every session since.
Webster.
11
Soon after his first session in the
Ex-79-1)aniel Allison. Arthur l'.
Referee, Edwards
House
became
he
a member of the staff
Brown. Byron H. Cochrane. Fred A.
Timer, Capt. Norris
in the law office of Streeter, Demond,
Colburn.
•
1880—Henry W. Murray, Chas. T. Woodworth & Sulloway, of Concord,
(Continued from Page One)
successful
N. H.. and he has proved as
Pease.
1881—Clara A. Libby, George W. as a trial lawyer as in the debates on Winter Carnival Plans Approach
Completion
the floor of the House, having many
Sturtevant.
notable
victories in court cases to his
Ex-'81—Chas. C. Ross, Harry 1'. Tidd.
of 175 pieces, including elaborate sets
credit.
Wm. G. Wales. George H. Wilson.
tableaux, has been procured at conand
Rogers was born in Wakefield, N. H..
1883—Prof. Frank E. Emery. Dr.
siderable
expense, and should prove well
and still holds his home there altho he
Lewis Robinson.
worth seeing.
practices
Concord.
in
law
He
a
is
Ex-'83—Norman F. KeIsea.
Friday will be a busy day, and our
Ex-'84--Wm. A. Berry. Chas. S. Pen- grandson of the late John W. Sanborn.
are doffed to any one who can
hats
for many years the dominant leader of
dleton, Myrtie Sawyer.
weather the program with anything short
Republican
the
when
party
party
that
1885—Orion J. Duttiin.
complete exhaustion. In the morning
Ex-'85—Chas. F. Smith. Dennis I). was in the zenith of its power in New of
nine o'clock come the trials for the
at
Hampshire. He prepared for college at
Merrill.
snowshoe races, and semi-finals of the
Brewster
the
Free
Academy,
entered
1886—Elmer E. Merritt.
Dartmouth College. transferred to the house relay teams. At two-thirty P. M.
Ex-'86—Chas. H. Merriam.
1887—Fenton Merrill. James M. Now- Maine Law School and graduated in a hockey game will be played with some
1916. While in the Law School he was high class team—probably one of the
land.
exceedingly popular. served as editor of Maine colleges, though this is not defiEx-'87--Chas. I.. Libby.
the Maine Law Review, and successfully nite. Between periods of the hockey
1888—Francis S. Brick.
coached
the Bangor High School foot- game, there will be an exhibition of
E x -'88--Frank j. Page.
fancy and acrobatic skating. Russ Jones.
Ex-'89—Lewis F. Johnson. Norman ball team.
famous rink man from the Boston
a
11
Tripp.
arena,
is being corresponded with, as
Ex-'90—Gilman H. Webber.
are two other stars from the New York
1891—Charles Clayton. True L. MerHippodrome. The skater having the
rill. Fred C. Moulton.
references will undoubtedly be
best
Ex-'91—Jacob F. Hersey, Edward W.
chosen.
Hodgdon. Albert M. Miller, Arthur M.
N
The Carnival Ball is slated for FriOtis, Clifford Pillsbury.
Every year, during the spring vacation.
evening. The Carnival committee
day
Ex-'92—George C. Hamilton.
is held at the College of Agriculture a
Ex-'93—John F. Jerrard. Harry 0. short course of lectures and demonstra- has made extensive arrangements for a
costume affair, in place of last year's
Robinson. Pearly R. WilsiM.
tions especially adapted to farmers. The
semi-formal,
but this plan seems to be
1894—Herbert Murray.
occasion is scheduled as Farmers' Week.
Ex-'94--George W. Freeman. James Members of the teaching force of the meeting with disfavor in some parts of
the campus. The committee planned the
R. Small.
College of Agriculture, specialists of the
(lance
with the idea that its novelty
1895—Mrs. A. 11. Aubert (Sheridan). extension service, members of the Maine
Alfred H. Buck. %Vendell W. Chase. Department of Agriculture, one or two would appeal to every one, and that it
Gerard A. deHaseth. James W. Martin. representatives of the United States De- would be supported unusually well. If
this is not the case, another type of
Melville F. Rollins.
partment of Agriculture, officers of varidance may be substituted.
Ex-'95—Mrs. Clay Fruit ( Marsh).
ous agricultural associations and Maine
Nothing is scheduled for Saturday
1896—Hermann S. Martin. John
farmers who have specialized in certain
morning
but long, restful sleep for all.
Starr.
lines are assigned as speakers. For the
Ex-'96-1.t. Frederick F. Black, Wal- women there are lectures. discussions Saturday afternoon the rest of the snowter J. Briggs, Chas. F. Dole. Edward and demonstrations on various topics re- shoe and ski races will be held, and after
H. Hancock. Edwin R. Jordan. Win. C. lating to home economics. Board is fur- that the ski jumping. Just to give an
idea of the sort of jump we have. Bill
Robinson.
nished at the dormitories.
Elliott recently tried a few leaps. The
1897—Edward M. Atwood. James A.
Farmers' Week this year will occur
snow
was rather deep. and Bill called
Bird. Mrs. S. C. Dillingham (Gardi- March 26-30. Dean Merrill and Prof.
the slide "slow." but nevertheless he
ner). Alvin W. Kcirstead.
Corbett are arranging the program. The
made forty feet, which is just twelve
Ex-'97—George
Albee. Tyler II. Maine Federation of Agricultural Asfeet
more than last year's winning leap.
Bird. Harry E. Dow. Albert Fish. sociations. the Maine Federation of Farm
An interesting feature of the carnival
Wm. N. Fowler. Austin A. Goso George Bureaus and the Maine Livestock BreedG. Leavitte, Wm. A. Maxfield. Seth 11. ers' Association will hold their annual will he the school meet, held by teams
from Orono. Bangor, Old Town, BrewSavage.
meetings on the campus at that time,
1898—Daniel I.. Cleaves. Edward H. and it is expected that other agricultural er. and possibly other high schools. The
events will be the hundred yard, mile,
Davis. Bertrand R. Johnson. Curtis B. organizations, among
them the Maine and snowshoe relay for
the web-foots.
Mitchell, 1Vilford R. Tolman.
Pomological Society. the Maine Seed
Ex-'98—Fred E. Burns, Fred R. Improvement Association. the Maine and a two-twenty ski dash. It is plain
that a meet of this sort is the best of
Clark. Edward Coney. Herbert 0. Libby. Holstein Breeders' Association
and the advertising for the college, and should
George H. Norris. Edwin E. Nowlan. Maine Beekeepers. will
also have special place many
good men in the class of
Jilin R. Reid. Wm. C. Smith. John F. assignments on
the pr gram.
twenty-seven.
Thomas, Robert I'. Vinal. Albert F.
•
Warner.
Coatinued from Page OHO
(Coutinued from Page One)
1899—Irving H. Drew. Frank M. StinNew Literary Prizes Offered
son, John II. Swaim Wm. It. Webster.
Dr. Halverson Lectures in
This Year
Ex-'99—Warren E. Curtis. Marion 1..
Portland
Davis. Wm. E. Files, Fred I.. Garrigues.
Roscoe V. Guptill, Harold W. Merrill, years. but it is hoped that several papers
correct the common misunderstanding
Gardiner B. Miller. Everett Sawyer. may be presented to the Head of the
concerning Psychology, and to discuss its
Amariah C. Trim, Mrs. Chas. W. Wat- should be presented to the Head of the
close relation to life and its every-day
o,ii Morrisettc)
Department of English before May 1.
application. He treated rather fully its
1923.
connection with education, advertising.
In addition to these prizes available
law, medicine, industry, and society. He
for all students, one of the New York
and
Alumni Ass,.iation Scholarships, fifty went into detail about mental tests
discussed the advantage of the three
lollare is annually awarded to the junkinds—individual, group, and special
ior student in technology who submits
(hie ,t the most inte testing 4.%e nts
ability.
Professor Halverson also ex"1 I the best written paper in a two-hour conthe future will be the Butterfly Carniplained Psycho-Analysis, and warned his
val to be given in the Orono Town Hall. !test held during the spring. The stu- audience against the fakirs who set up
don., advancement as show„ by his
January 24 and 25. This is given by
establishments, claiming to be profesgrades
in English courses are also taken
the Woman's Club of Orono.
sional Psycho-Analysts. The lecture,
In the first evening a musical play. into consideration in granting the prize although given at the very inconvenient
"Titian. the Queen of the Fairies" will
hour of five, was very well attended.
be given and this promises to lie a great
"I understand that Phil and Betty Professor Halverson was also to have
feature. Thursday evening there will be
delivered a lecture in Dover-Foxcroft
1 .
a dance tc. whi-h University students are were married in Canada."
ednesday evening. but he was snow"Ych, they wanted a tight knot tied."
especiary invited. Each after-oon there
l'ound and was unable to keep his apwill be sees at the different boob..
pointment.
Men • student
h. lp make this
Shf•
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Annual Farmers' Week
Comes During Vacation

—U—

A Butterfly Carnival
To Be Given at Orono

CAMPBELL'S Inc.

land College Five
—K—

1CCe:-seirs

S. L. Crosby Sporting Goods Co.
bu ExL1.aligc r•t., Bangor
illomommw

Thurs. Jan. 18—Alma Ruhens
"THE VALLEY OF SILENT MEN"
Comedy and Chats
Fri. Jan. 19—Mae Murray
"PEACOCK ALLEY"
Bush.' Keaton—"The Playhouse"
Sat. Jan. 20—Buck Jones
"THE FAST MAIL"
Comedy

vol. xxiv

j

STRAND THEATRE

Maine Coll
Comp

Monday Jan. 22—Gladys Walton
"THE LAVENDAR LADY"
"THE BIGAMIST"
Al St. John—"All Wet"
Tues. Jan. 23—Anita Stewart
-A QUESTION OF HONOI.
Comedy

,.
enabled
•1,eek-end
Carnival
I(ecome
mail:,colleges
.ther •tate Con
...um\ al,.
read,. accepted
.01101 at Oren
The ciimmitt
the Carnie
instead of a cii
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this change. it
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All the plan
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TTsponses a
The. Girls' .Nt
fereil to work
tramural A. A.
!Iii‘e a high gr
i•ee the Curdy

Wed. Jan. 24—Rodolph Valentino
"BLOOD AND SAND"
Comedy and News

GEORGE A. KING
King's Ice Cream Parlor
Shop for PURITY Ice Cream and Dainty Candies
••••••••••••••

INSURE YOUR FOUNTAIN PEN
Your name engraved on your Fountain Pen identifies it beyond question.
Our NAMOGRAPH does this quickly and neatly.
88 Central Street, Bangor, Maine
EDWIN 0. HALL
:sole agents for Bangor and Orono
•

Four Senio
Phi

•

STUDENT'F. SUPPLIES
AT
UNIVERSITY STORE
Fernald Hall

it 11:t• :0111..11

Oay itt Ikan
Seiiiirrs had h
t:appa at a me

U

OLD TOWN TRUST COMPANY
Savings and Check Accounts
Faculty and Student Accounts
Solicited
MONO

MAINE

Laundry Cases and Parts
at

Goldsmith Bros.
B. K. HILLSON TAILORSHOP

BOSTONIAN
Famous Shoes kg Men

BOSTONIAN OXFORDS
WOOL STOCKINGS

and

'What's a better combination
than trim, smart shoes with hosiery of the season's latest shades.
Down at this store prices will
please you, and experienced fitters
are here to please your feet.

E. .1. V111(iilE Orono
Radio Boot Headquarters

Suits cleansed, pressed, and altered
Also suits made to order
Patronize your old friend who has given
the best service for 7 years

Lewis Sklar
Tailor

EVERYTHING
for the student's
room carried by

W. A. Mosher Co.
Orono, Maine

Tel. 1(12-.;

Tel. 184-11
47 Main St
Old Town

PAGE 6 SHAWS
CANDIES at
HOULIHAN'S PHARMACY

Orono, Maine
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JOHN T. CLARK CO.
Clothiers
Haberdashers
Exchange Bldg., Bangor, Me.
Lamb lined coats, Sweaters, Jackets
Sport and golf hose, Collar attached
Shirts, Plain and fancy neckwear
Boston or student's bags
Everything guaranteed

Mant

r1cTlt :

11111 gene
I !IV

grade.
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Rifle Sho

SUMMER WORK
THE NATIONAL SURVEY
Lithographic \Voris,
Philadelphia, Pa.

I (ipiigraphical Offices
Chester. Vermont
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/
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WtAern Office
Cleveland, Ohio

Fos PAirrit-ti.was Sr.,;
Grant .1. Wheeler. '24, Phi Eta Kappa House
Gerald N. Robinson, '24, 473 Union Street, Bangor
Wilbur C. Sawyer. '23, Delta Tau Delta House
Lewis P. Caplan, '24. 74 North Main Street

Do You Need Extra Courses?

novelty
start
was an
cause
bore •
largely
l'e and

•

Send for catalog describing over 4(

courses in History, English,
Mathematics,Chemistry. Zoology. Modern I. Inguages, Economics,
Philoonnhy, Sociology, etc., given by correspoodence. Inquire
how credits earned may lx applied on present college program.

•

OThe iluiurniity of ellirago
HOWIE STUDY DEPT.
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